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term dates       2019       term 3   15 jul  -  20 sep             term 4      07 oct  -  20 dec  
 2020   term 1  29 jan -   5  apr   term  2      23 apr   -  28 jun 
 
13 DEC   FOUNDATION XMAS CONCERT  11.15 
13 DEC LAST DAY FOR CANTEEN. 
16 DEC PARENT HELPER THANK YOU MORNING TEA 10.15 
17 DEC YEAR 6 BEACH EXCURSION 
18 DEC CHRISTMAS RAFFLE-FREE DRESS DAY-CHRISTMAS ITEM DONATION 
19 DEC YEAR 6 GRADUATION-STUDENTS ARRIVE 4.45-PARENTS SEATED BY 6.50PM 

jim bell, principal          jenny reid, assistant principal             jo-anne doran, assistant principal                     

DATES TO REMEMBER 

S 
potlight on Year Three! 
Last Thursday, our performing 
arts returned to the prior 

“Spotlight” format with our 
“SPOTLIGHT ON YEAR THREE” 
performing arts concert.  The concert 
started at 7pm and finished at approx-
imately 8.30pm.  The format of this 
concert enabled each Year 3 class to 
perform on stage twice.  Each class 
performed an instrumental piece and 
a song and dance routine!  
 
Supported by colourful costuming 
and stage lighting, the concert took 
the audience on an entertaining and 
kaleidoscopic journey!  
 
Although the audience was restricted 
to the families of the Year 3 students, 
a collage of photographs has captured 
the event for all to enjoy  
 
The following accompanying photographs have captured 
our awaiting performers! 

 

I 
ntroducing Our School Captains 2020 
As mentioned last week, the  students in Years 3-5 
cast their ballot for the election of our 2020 school 

captains. The outcome was announced at assembly last 
Friday to a round of cheers and applause from our stu-
dent electorate!  
 
Congratulations are extended to school captains, Charlie 
L and Iliana A and vice captains, Angus and Nisini N.  
As a team, they are collectively looking forward to un-
dertaking their leadership roles! 



 

 

Y 
EAR SIX GRADUATION 
AND GROUP PHOTOS 

SchoolPix photographed the 
year six students on the 7th 
November and they are free of 
charge and will be distributed at the 
year six graduation evening. A 
personalised card was given to your 
child regarding the  other 
photographs, such as peer mediators, 
bpTV team and athletic groups/
individuals. If you have lost the card, 
the office has  a generic card to 
replace the personalised card ,in 
order for you to go online and 
purchase a photograph.  
 

N 
ew Mobile Phone Policy 
The Victorian Government 
takes the safe and responsible 

use of digital technologies, student 
safety and wellbeing, and the 
development of social skills and 
positive behaviour, very seriously. 
On this basis, the Hon. James Merlino MP, Minister for 
Education, announced that a new mobile phone policy 
would take effect from Term 1, 2020. 
 
Whilst the Victorian Government acknowledges that we 
live in a technology-rich world where mobile phones are 
an important communication tool, research has found 
that mobile phones can be disruptive in classrooms and 
open to misuse at school. The unregulated presence of 
mobile phones in classrooms can undermine students’ 
capacity to think, learn, remember, pay attention and 
regulate emotion. 
 
At recess and lunchtime, opportunities for students to 
communicate with each other face-to-face or be involved 
in physical activity are also valued, rather than students 
being focused on a mobile phone, particularly when they 
are using it to engage with social media. 
 
This new policy acknowledges that technology is 
increasingly affecting how students learn and 
communicate. Therefore, when a student has been given 
explicit permission to access and use such devices to 
enhance learning by the classroom teacher, mobile 
phones will be permitted for that specific purpose. For a 
small number of students with particular health and 
wellbeing needs, an exception to the policy may also be 
granted.  As a school, we acknowledge that the misuse of 
mobile phones may be more prevalent in a secondary 
school setting, however, primary schools are not immune 
from their misuse.  Our school council has ratified our 
Mobile Phone - Student Use  Policy and  we have 
included a copy of the policy in this week’s newsletter 
for reference! 
 

B 
ellbrook Catering  
The last canteen day for 
2019 is Friday 13th 

December and the first canteen 
day for 2020 is Friday 31st January.  Bellbrook Catering 
would like to wish all staff, students and families a safe 
and happy Christmas break and a happy new year! 
Please note that from 2020 lunch orders can ONLY 
be ordered using QKR. 

E 
nvision Hands Recycling Program 
The Year 3 students, along with our school 
community, have been collecting recyclable 

plastic bottle tops this term. These plastic bottle tops will 
be delivered to Envision Hands, who will recycle the 
product into prosthetic hands for children. We are 
delighted to announce that in one term we have collected 
3,354 bottle tops. This program will continue in 2020 
and we encourage our school community to bring them 
to any Year 3 grade to help this wonderful organisation. 

Y 
ear One Christmas Concert 
Following in hot pursuit of 
the Year 3 Spotlight Concert 

was our Year One Christmas Concert 
on Tuesday and congratulations are heartily extended to 
our performers for a job well done! 
 
The concert was a combination of popular and traditional 
Christmas songs and it gave all the Year One students an 
opportunity to perform on stage in front of an 
appreciative audience! 
 
Thanks, once again, to Jenny Reid who, as always, was 
resplendent in her Christmas attire and for being a 
wonderful host for the concert..  Thanks you also to her 
assistants, the elves, Issie and Josh, and to performing 
arts teacher, Felicity Charrett and all the staff who 
assisted with rehearsals and the production on the day!  



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 Term 4 
Week ending  6 December, 2019 

  
         
0BC Isla  for working hard to complete your writing.  You are a superstar! 
         
0JF Ryan for such great reading improvement.    
              
0JH Violet  for working hard to solve subtraction equations!    
     
0LP Onari  for doing a FANTASTIC reindeer during our directed drawing activity.  
     You are a SUPERSTAR!         
0SM Mia  for reading with fluency and expression. 
                  
0TL Zoe  for always giving things a go, and trying your best, even the tricky things!
                  
1AB Victor  for your hard work learning our concert songs and dances.  Well done! 
  
1HG Max for your sensational approach to story writing and being able to produce 
   your personal best piece for the year.       
1KC Cristian for his eagerness to share his ideas with the class. 
         
1MK Yaganah for her wonderful behaviour this week. 
            
1NC Kayla  for working hard at showing your comprehension when reading non- 
     fiction books!  
1NG Haya  for writing a very interesting narrative called ‘The Submarine’.  Super 
     work! 
1TN Demi  for consistently producing work of a high standard.  I’m so proud of your 
     awesome work ethic!          
2AD Elisha  for being a super punctuation detective in her reading and writing lessons 
     this week!            
2AK Manik  for returning to school with a positive attitude and a smile after your  
     accident.            
2CM AJ  for making great choices in the classroom.  You can do it!  
 
2CV Lachlan for an impressive book recount!!  Amazing work!    
    
2RG Dinili  for her impressive reading and comprehension this year.  Well done! 
           
2SY Nickan  for being a “bucket” filler.       
                                       
3CH 3CH   for an amazing performance in the Year 3 Spotlight Concert.  All your hard 
     work has paid off.          
3DK 3DK   for your beautiful dancing and singing at the Grade 3 Concert!   
    
3MF 3MF   for being superstars during the Year 3 Spotlight Concert!  
                                   
3MS 3MS   for your exceptional performance at Spotlight!  I am so proud of you all.  
     Well done!                              
3SA 3SA   for an amazing performance at the concert.  Thank you for all your hard 
     work.  You are superstars!               
4BM Audrey  for the amazing person you are and the joy you have brought to our  
     classroom.  We will miss you.  Good luck at your new school. 
  Makayla for having an awesome all-round week! 
4CP Ryan   for always being polite and courteous.  Happy birthday!    
               
4EC Loucy   for your amazing effort with your history and geography projects.  Well 
     done!   



 

 

 Term 4 
Week ending  6 December, 2019 

           
4SM Joseph  for excellent presentation of his project.  AWESOME! 
           
4VG Antra  for her excellent attitude to all learning facts! Antra contributes great ideas  
     and is a kind friend to others.                  
5JG Chloe   for working hard on a fantastic narrative and “up-levelling” the dialogue.  
                
5LF Sahana  for giving an excellent school captain speech! 
              
5LM  Om   for happily assisting an injured classmate, by collecting activities and putting 
     their belongings away so that they can stay seated!       
5SI Naishadha for making excellent progress in all areas of learning!  You’re a superstar!  
          
6JA Anhad   for always being polite and caring and having a bit of fun.  A great year!  
     
6JP Bailey   for writing an outstanding narrative in Writers’ Workshop.  Well done! 
       
6LM Vernicia because she is kind, respectful and positive.  You are an asset to our class.  
  
6MB Nicola  for taking on tasks that are out of her comfort zone with confidence. 
 

  
SPECIALIST CLASSES 

 
 
LOTE.  Chunyan 
  4SM  for your excellent participation in our discussion of how Chinese people  
     celebrate Christmas holidays, and making Santa Claus paper folding.   
LOTE.   Daisy  
  5LF  for all your great effort in learning ‘clothes’ this term! Great job, 5LF!   
          
P. Arts.  Linda 
 Year 3  for your fantastic performance at our ‘Spotlight on Year three’ concert! 
     
P. Arts.  Larissa  
 n/a 
    
P.E.        Jim 
 3MF  for learning the rules and for playing a great team game of Newcombe. 
   
P.E.        Mel 
 6MB  for their enthusiasm and for their teamwork that they displayed during  
    medic. 
                                                 
V. Arts.  Jessica 
 6LM  for a great start to your graduation pillowcases. 
  
V. Arts.  Bree 
 3CH  for mounting your own artwork using the method of equal sides, larger space 
    at bottom than top.        
D. Tech.  Lisa 
 2AK  for  your work creating data displays using the functions of MS Excel and  
    lollies.  Your displays were excellent and of course edible.  Well done! 
       
     
    



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

P 
LEASE DIRECT MONEY FOR EXCURSIONS, ETC TO YOUR CLASSROOM TEACHER - NOT TO THE 
OFFICE. 

Please hand money and permission slip in sealed envelopes to classroom teacher first thing in the morning. By 
following this process teachers are aware that your child will be attending the excursion and mark them off 

their lists. Money is collected by office staff and processed each morning and a receipt given back to teachers along 
with permission slips.  All money is tallied and banked daily – no money is left on the premises.  
 
If you wish to pay by credit card, a proforma is available from the office.  This can be filled out with details and 
placed in a sealed envelope and handed to your classroom teacher 

 
Please deliver cash in a sealed envelope with your child’s name and grade on the front by 9.30 a.m.  If you have a 
number of children attending an excursion you can place all money and permission slips in the one envelope with 
children’s names and grades on the front and deliver to one of the children’s teachers.  The office staff will be able to 
allocate money to the children’s particular items and distribute permission slips and receipts back to teachers.  Enve-
lopes are available at the office.  
   
If you have a large amount to be paid or need to process an EFTPOS transaction through a savings account you can 
make arrangements to pay at the office.  
 
We also have a new Qkr payment system on our Skoolbag app.  If you download our Skoolbag app and Qkr payment 
app you can now pay for your child’s excursion on line. 
  

All change will be delivered to the children in the afternoon.  
  
Re-imbursements will only be made under certain circumstances – they will be made by cheque (no cash transactions 
are made).  
  

Notices are sent out with a final collection time – please adhere to this time. All money and permission slips are 
required to be sent back by this date – otherwise your child will not be able to attend. This enables us to confirm 
bookings and numbers with bus companies and organisations we are visiting.  Also we need to send details to the De-
partment of Education Emergency Management for all excursions, camps, etc. We also need to accommodate students 
who will not be attending. 
  

We would appreciate it if parents could please follow these processes. 
 
 


